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PREMIUM JUMP STARTERS
AUTOMATIC CHARGING
The ease and convenience of
automatic charging eliminates the
possibility of overcharging and.
allows you to keep Booster PAC.
units in an always-ready state.

12 VOLT POWER
Provides power to run
accessories, with
automatic circuit
protection to .
prevent overloads.

BATTERY STATUS LEDs
Provide a quick, at-a-glance.
snapshot of battery condition.

ROTATING HOLSTERS
Allow easy removal .
and replacement .
of clamps.

FLEXIBLE CABLES
Long length, heavy-gauge .
cables ensure safe power .
transfer and enable ideal
unit placement during .
jump starting.

PREMIUM BATTERIES
Booster PAC jump starters.
feature high performance,.
replaceable ES Series batteries,
specifically developed for.
vehicle jump starting applications.

HEAVY-DUTY CLAMPS
Industrial Grade Hot Jaw™ clamps with.
high tension springs penetrate corrosion.
on battery terminals and transfer maximum
power to the vehicle’s battery.

REPLACEMENT BATTERY
Working in the vicinity of a battery is dangerous —
always wear protective eye wear!
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CHARGER/CHARGER CORD
MALE-MALE 12V EXTENSION CORD

TECH TIP:
Remember, always follow the correct connection sequence: connect to
ungrounded battery (almost always the positive) terminal and then to the
vehicle ground. Reverse this sequence when disconnecting.

ESA30

Memory Saver Connector

The Vehicle Memory Saver
Connector, No. ESA30, can be used
in conjunction with a jump starter to
preserve vehicle codes and electronic
presets while a vehicle’s battery is
disconnected.

ES2500

ES5000

900 Peak Amp
12 Volt Jump Starter

1500 Peak Amp
12 Volt Jump Starter

Legendary Booster PAC
performance in an economical unit.  
Easy to use and lightweight, the
ES2500 is the ideal entry level .
professional jump starter.

Bring on the power! With a high
performance ES Series battery delivering
1500 Peak Amps, the ES5000 is the
Booster PAC for professionals who need
serious starting power.  

Its compact size, rugged case,
Hot Jaw™ clamps and ability to
jump up to 5 vehicles on a single
charge make the ES2500 a perfect
companion for any situation in
which you need portable power.

With its additional power, automatic
charging, long 43” cables and Hot Jaw™
clamps, the ES5000 is perfect for a wide
variety of jump starting applications,
including automotive, marine, industrial and
agricultural settings.

ES1217

ES1230

ESA22

ESA217

ESA1

ESA1

It turns any jump starter with a 12V
power port into a memory saver to
prevent electronic memory loss when
disconnecting a vehicle’s battery.
Compatible with all Booster PAC,
Truck PAC and Jump-N-Carry
models except the ES8000.
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